Energy Efficiency Case Study:

Low Profile Tyres

Summary:

Methodology:

This project assessed the potential benefits to the Ron Finemore
Transport (RFT) linehaul fleet of using Low Profile Tyres to reduce
fuel consumption.

In 2008 Ron Finemore Transport tested new technology Low
Profile Tyres in a number of linehaul vehicles in different
operating tasks to evaluate performance against standard tyre
products.

In 2008 RFT commenced trials of Low Profile Tyres. Analysis in
conjunction with our tyre supplier quantified the actual fuel
savings achieved at 5%. With RFT specialising in linehaul services
between capital cities and in regional areas, Low Profile Tyres can
be implemented to virtually all vehicles, with substantial fuel
savings.
At the end of the 2011-12 financial year, Low Profile Tyres have
now been implemented fleet-wide.

Low Profile Tyres:
Innovations in complex rubber compounds, casing construction
and tread design have led to the development of modern low
rolling resistance tyres (Low Profile Tyres) that can increase truck
fuel economy. The rolling resistance of a tyre is the amount of
energy required to get a tyre moving and to keep it moving. If the
amount of rolling resistance can be reduced, the amount of fuel
required to move a vehicle will also be reduced. A number of realworld trials indicate a likely range of fuel savings of 4% to 13% for
heavy vehicles. They are particularly suited to long-haul
applications, allowing for reduced resistance when driving at
higher speeds. By using low rolling resistance tyres, a combination
long-haul truck could save over 2,200 litres of fuel per year.
-

Source: Department of Resources Energy & Tourism’s
Energy Efficiency Exchange website

Project Objective:
Determine the value in implementing Low Profile Tyres
throughout the entire heavy vehicle fleet, based on the results of
tyre trials which quantified fuel savings and improved retreadability to extend tyre life.

The trials found that by changing to Michelin low profile
275/80R22.5 tyres from the traditional 295/80R22.5 / 11R22.5
setup, average fuel consumption savings of 5% were realised.
Further, Michelin 275/80R22.5 tyres can be re-capped 3 times,
while standard tyres can be re-capped twice.
Low Profile Tyres were found to have broad application across the
whole fleet. With Ron Finemore Transport being a regional
transport specialist operating high productivity B-Double
equipment on linehaul routes throughout the Eastern States of
Australia, Low Profile Tyres are suitable in nearly all RFT
applications.
Average benefits per vehicle are calculated on annual total fleet
kilometres travelled, total fuel use, average tyre life and the
average diesel fuel price in the 2011-12 year.
The higher purchase cost of Low Profile Tyres and the higher
operating costs of re-capping and replacement needed over a
three year period were reconciled back to an annual operating
cost for both tyre types.

Results:
Ron Finemore Transport’s focus on long distance linehaul
transport services means its vehicles travel relatively high annual
distances. This produces in a higher level of fuel consumption
savings than DRET projected.
Annual benefits for a typical RFT vehicle are estimated to be:




Fuel consumption savings:
Energy savings:
Greenhouse gas emissions savings:

7,137 litres
275 gigajoules
19.3 tonnes CO2-e

Low Profile Tyres provide an attractive, timely pay back on the
extra investment required.

Conclusion:
The cost savings from lower fuel consumption achieved by fitting
Low Profile Tyres to RFT vehicles far outweigh the extra tyre
purchase and operating costs.
Low Profile Tyres have now been implemented throughout the
Ron Finemore Transport fleet of over 160 prime movers and
trailer combinations.

We are a regional transport specialist providing our customers safe,
reliable and cost-effective road transport with first class customer service
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